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ABSTRACT

Background. This study examines the character formation of Muslim children through indigenous education at Floor IT Elementary School, Batusangkar, Tanah Datar Regency. The problem lies in the character formation of Muslim children.

Purpose. From this problem, the question arises about the condition of the students' character and what efforts the teacher has made to shape the students' character at the Sekolah IT Floor Batu. This research is field research because the researcher directly visited the research subjects.

Method. Data was obtained through direct observation and interviews with teachers at the school. After the data is collected, it is then processed by classifying the data and making notes about the results of observations and interviews.

Results Next, the data is narrated descriptively. The research results are discussed using theories which are also supported by the arguments of the Koran and Hadith as well as several applicable government regulations. This research found an important understanding that Indigenous education is an educational method that is based on customs or customs that develop in society. Children's characters emerge due to the influence of the customs of the place where they live.

Conclusion. To prevent the emergence of bad characters, teachers gather their students in one environment, so that teachers can accustom children to behave well. In this way, teachers can shape the character of Muslim children and familiarize children with behaving according to the character of Muslim children.
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INTRODUCTION

Education is included in a culture and human civilization that continues to develop (Hagqvist et al., 2020; Jun and Li, 2022; Yu and Buck, 2022). Through education many people want to learn about several things (Garg et al., 2022; Pawłowska-Cypriysiak and Hildt-Ciupińska, 2022). Be it in terms of knowledge, how to
behave, communicate with others, and develop the abilities he has. In student learning, it is not always intended to equalize the character and ability to be the same as the educator. Rather, the educational process that exists in learners is directed at their potential to make individuals have the ability and excellence (Zhang et al., 2019; Yu and Wu, 2020; Zapp et al., 2021). Because every learning will have meaning as any action that has an effect on changes in personality, behavior, and thinking. It is necessary to understand that everything that deals with education will always have an impact on the character building of a learner.

The development carried out in shaping character education is currently very relevant to overcome the moral crisis that occurs in the community. (Magalhães, 2018; Schwegler-Castañer, 2018; Gillear, 2020). Whether recognized or not, there are currently many real and worrying events for both themselves and society that involve students in it. (Galli et al., 2020; Radzi et al., 2020; Simões, Ottoni and Antunes, 2020). The habits that students do are cheating on exams, frequent bullying at school, brawls, and other things. Actions have been taken resulting in quite serious and cannot be considered a simple matter because things like this have led to crimes (Baranyi et al., 2018; Vitunskaite et al., 2019; Reuter, Caulkins and Midgette, 2021). This condition of moral crisis reminds us that all the religious and moral knowledge of students obtained in school does not even have an influence on changes in their behavior.

At present, Indonesia faces several major challenges in the form of the globalization era that is still inherent in the wider community. This challenge is a tough test that must be passed and prepared for all related agencies. The opportunity to succeed in facing a big challenge lies in good or reliable human resources (Pal et al., 2020; Wilby, 2019; Zhan, 2021). Therefore, the need to improve the quality of human resources from an early age is a very important thing that must be considered more carefully. (Sackey and Tagoe, 2019; Chandra et al., 2020; Kelly and Leventhal, 2021). Character is an important aspect of the quality of human resources because it will determine the progress of a nation. (Madyukova, 2018). It is very important that the role of the teacher must pay attention to various aspects that have been done by students in facing future challenges so that they do not make mistakes that cause them to fall into unwanted things.

The explanation of character building is that everything the teacher does, can affect the shape of the students' character (Sempere-Tortosa et al., 2020; Tan and Mante-Estacio, 2021; Uttamchandani, 2021). Character education has the same essence and meaning as moral and moral education (Kislov, 2018; Moscow State Institute of International Relations (University) et al., 2019; Denning and Tedre, 2021). Having a purpose behind the meaning is to be able to form a personality, become a good human being, a good citizen for students. Providing character direction itself can be carried out because of the sincere intention of an educator in building the character of students professionally, seeking the formation of student potential as optimally as possible (Al-Ayyoub et al., 2018; De Cooman, Estrin and Kim, 2018; McCall et al., 2020). Because for students, if given direction regarding behavior from school, it can bring personality to later, become more controllable of the surrounding environment and introspective about the worst things.

The process of building character education cannot be done in a short period of time and the results cannot be seen easily. (Mutch et al., 2018; Beaujouan et al., 2019; Rahman, Watanobe and Nakamura, 2020). The implementation can take a long time so that the formation of education cannot be done with similar activities. Educators' initiatives must develop so that students are not bored when providing material along with fun and interesting activities (Bannister et al., 2018; Diaz, Navarro and Chen, 2020; Jordan et al., 2021). The existence of a special role for direct educators aims to gradually provide character building education (Cameron et al., 2018; Sifakis, 2019; Sani et al., 2020). The formation of a character in a student needs a period where it has been
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passed continuously receiving educational direction without reducing supervision effectively. Inseparable from this, students will be able to familiarize themselves with behavior in the future.

It can be observed from the importance of character education development, and the need for more serious efforts from special related educational institutions such as Madrasah Aliyah because the main foundation of Islamic educational institutions in character building (Lent, 2018; Samsudeen and Mohamed, 2019). Schools are required to be able to carry out the responsibility of instilling good values and helping to shape the character of students (Casey and MacPhail, 2018; Abuhammad, 2020). Involving all agencies in accompanying the provision of procedures in interacting with others in the school environment and social community (Richards et al., 2018; Bader, Lareau and Evans, 2019; Yan et al., 2021). Getting good criticism later, if the school is able to organize what is usually a problem in the form of character for all aspects in any student environment is resolved because of the cooperation of several related school individuals in the development of character building.

So far, researchers have found several studies that are relevant to the research conducted by current researchers, namely on the Efficiency of Learning Methods in building the character of Madrasah Aliyah students. (Dutkiewicz et al., 2018) Said that the learning method through utilization in building a character is a learning method whose main cause is reflected in the characteristics of an extraordinary educator in doing something because it has a purpose. according to (Zareipour and Kalejahi, 2020) In essence, it is not only the responsibility of the educators themselves but even together from the parties, especially the government, parents, and society, and the achievement of the development of character education in students is due to the cooperation formed that will make good behavior for themselves. According to (Bozzelli et al., 2019) The purpose of education is to motivate students in a real process in order to generate enthusiasm to bring directed thinking. Regarding the relevant research, it can be obtained that the learning method through utilization in building the character of madrasah alyiah students is very influential on the students themselves and for the surrounding environment.

Based on the description listed above, the researcher is very interested in discussing further in order to find out how to build the character of Madrasah Aliyah students in using efficiency in learning. The research aims to provide direction on how to utilize learning to form a good character for the personalities of Madrasah Aliyah students, and researchers also present relevant information related to the character problems of Aliyah students. As well as the distribution of questionnaires to educators related to the material efficiency of learning methods in shaping the character of Madrasah Aliyah students. There are various obstacles in terms of character building, perhaps due to the lack of attention of students when educators provide learning, thus causing lack of manners and making students lazy to accept reprimands from people older than them.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research method is a tool used in achieving and showing the quality of research in a predetermined manner. The research model conducted by researchers is to use quantitative methods (Popova, Isayev and Tropsha, 2018; Ma, Ma and Li, 2019; Haramoto et al., 2020). The quantitative type used is in the form of interviews and distribution of survey questionnaires to educators. The purpose of using this method is to obtain or analyze the results of information related to the material efficiency of learning methods in shaping the character of Madrasah Aliyah students. This research was conducted in one of the Madrasah Aliyah named MAS.TI Tanjung Barulak in Batipuh sub-district at the beginning of the odd semester learning 2022 / 2023, this time was chosen because many Madrasah Aliyah students whose attitudes were too violating the rules applied in the
related school. Therefore, researchers hope to present the utilization of learning methods so that each student can form the best character.

The source of this research was obtained from several educators who teach, as well as students in the school concerned, using the results of a survey conducted by giving a questionnaire, as well as an interview with one of the teachers at the school where the interview was conducted via online which the researcher distributed. Before educators and students fill out the questionnaire, researchers have also prepared questions with the help of the guidance of lecturers who are experts in the field of media literacy. Suggestions and criticisms from the validator will be used as a reference, basis, and guideline to see a picture of the questions in the questionnaire that have a good response to the research. The questions that researchers ask are related to the discussion of this research, namely regarding the use of learning methods in shaping the character of Madrasah Aliyah students.

The results of research data in the form of questionnaires that have been collected in the form of filled out and surveys using online media spread to 30 people including teachers and others. The research data that has been collected will later be analyzed using quantitative methods (Al-Marri, Al-Habaibeh and Watkins, 2018; Poisson et al., 2020). In order to be able to see the percentage and grid of questions that have been attached to the utilization of learning methods to shape student character. After the researcher receives the results obtained, then the researcher will describe the results including the image and the number of people responding to the questions distributed, after the description, conclusions will be drawn from the results obtained. The purpose of this study is to see how many people's responses regarding the utilization of Madrasah Aliyah students' attitude formation through the efficiency of learning methods.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The utilization/efficiency of learning methods in shaping student character has a major influence on the environment, both school and social. Providing character education learning methods is able to change students towards a better direction. The role of character building for students does not have to be educators to be the main foundation in providing through learning, but the influence of cooperation is formed from the government and society. Through the help of these fellow elements can have a stronger influence on the behavior of a student. Making the character that students have can affect the surrounding environment, maybe he can guide peers to do positive things. Inseparable from this, students can also be role models for friends who are in other circumstances, such as those who cannot afford school, they can see the behavior of their friends who go to school as a basis for how to behave with others. The following are the results of the discussion of the complete material lattice questions compiled according to the survey made by the researcher in the table below.
Is the efficiency of the learning methods provided by educators in building student character relevant

From the description of the questionnaire results of Madrasah Aliyah MAS.TI Tanjung Barulak, it can be seen from the 30 people who answered that there were 9 people who answered that they strongly agreed. So it is taken to understand that these 9 students consider the efficiency of learning methods to be very relevant to the material provided by educators in building student character, because educators are very good at connecting existing problems to make them into a form of learning. About 15 students have an agreed opinion, because it is the teacher's job in providing character building education learning to adjust to the existing reality. While 6 other people disagree, making them consider it irrelevant that only utilizing learning methods has no effect on student behavior if it is not done by practicing it directly.

The importance of learners receiving direct instruction in character building while learning

Based on the table diagram above, many people strongly agree, because it is so important that students need direct direction in shaping character while learning. 17 people have an opinion that they strongly agree if students are recommended to be given direct direction from educators in the process of forming character. As for 15 out of 30 people, both students and teachers think they do agree because in building a character, good direction from educators is needed directly in this way the child is able to capture the direction conveyed by the teacher. In contrast to the opinions of 3 people who chose to disagree, the reason was that the way of learning as usual had given direct direction to the students concerned without the need to give it similar beforehand.

Is it true that attitude is a major problem for children in the neighborhood
It can be examined in the bar chart above strongly agreeing to make the aspect that attitude is a major factor in serious problems, with 14 out of 30 students or teachers of MAS.TI Tanjung Barulak having a strongly agreed opinion, it could be seeing the phenomena that occur in their social environment. As for the 12 people who have the same opinion but they think it has become commonplace attitude does have a major problem role in life, because they are witnesses that today there are still many children lacking manners far from the truth and manners are no longer a price in their eyes. 4 chose an opinion that disagreed because in the environment they were in. 4 chose an opinion that disagreed because the environment they lived in did not see an attitude being a big problem affecting them and was not a special concern because they were more concerned with themselves than their environment.

In acting students are required to be able to carry out useful activities

Judging from the aspect of the number of people strongly agreeing and agreeing almost close to the same in having their respective opinions. 12 people out of 30 students of MAS.TI Tanjung Barulak who chose stated that when acting, you have to do activities that are beneficial to make it safe and peaceful for all because it can make relationships become close without any estrangement. For the agree section, there were 11 people who equated to strongly agree, having the same opinion as the previous statement. It is different for 7 opinions to give a statement of disagreement that it is obligatory for every student to obey to carry out good things in activities, while for students who have differences in their behavior, they mostly free themselves from the path that is beneficial to them and instead drop themselves on the wrong path.
In this special handling section there are 16 students and educators of MAS.TI Tanjung Barulak out of 30 people, who strongly agree that helping intensively with the problems received by students will have a good psychological impact on them. Agree for 12 opinions that they see the same point of view as the opinion of the previous 16 people, it does need special handling because without us realizing it, we are afraid that if it is not prevented beforehand it will have a very bad impact on these students. As well as 2 people labeled as disagreeing, the reason is that if students have personal problems, it doesn't have to be educators who need to handle it, because if you don't want the problems they experience to spread to friends or the environment, it will have a bad impact on students' mentality.

Should educators model the right attitude toward students

Based on the next survey, the results of the statement obtained that 16 out of 30 people answered strongly agree with the opinion, it is indeed mandatory for the role of a teacher to model good and correct ethics in teaching character building material for students because by example it will make students remember the good things that have been done by previous educators. 13 other people agreed because in learning it is necessary to provide a good example in ethics so that the student is not arbitrary towards the teacher and considers the teacher not as a true example anymore. In this discussion there is also 1 person who disagrees, maybe the reason is that he never got good behavior from the teacher when he was at school and the teacher often intimidates without giving the right example to students.

Does it benefit if education is provided with interesting methods
In the previous questionnaire distribution, around 18 out of 30 people answered strongly agree, and 12 stated that they agreed that the answer provided benefits if learning was carried out in a varied or interesting manner. Generating confidence for students because they get new things related to the material delivered directly by the teacher, making students feel at home in the classroom due to the teacher's talent in delivering learning materials. Learning materials must be packaged ciamik in order to get the attention of students when learning. Perhaps learning feels normal, educators also look for other ways such as inviting finger gymnastics or others so that students feel that they are not veiled in their minds about learning that is carried out continuously.

If a student makes a mistake, should the educator act directly

In accordance with the results of the table above that there are 14 people out of a total of 30 people filling in their data choosing a strongly agreeing opinion, because when students make a form of mistake educators must follow up on what happened to the student's behavior, in order to provide a deterrent effect not to repeat the same mistake. While 16 more people provided narratives because they agreed with whatever mistakes were made by students, especially in the school environment, it was the educators who should provide education so as not to do anything bigger. Because it is the educator or homeroom teacher who has a special role in directly acting on problems committed by students directly. Students also if they have problems can also directly report to the teacher who is nearby or report to the more authorized parties at school.

Does the environment influence student behavior

In accordance with the results of the table above that there are 14 people out of a total of 30 people filling in their data choosing a strongly agreeing opinion, because when students make a form of mistake educators must follow up on what happened to the student's behavior, in order to provide a deterrent effect not to repeat the same mistake. While 16 more people provided narratives because they agreed with whatever mistakes were made by students, especially in the school environment, it was the educators who should provide education so as not to do anything bigger. Because it is the educator or homeroom teacher who has a special role in directly acting on problems committed by students directly. Students also if they have problems can also directly report to the teacher who is nearby or report to the more authorized parties at school.
The explanation of the series of statements in the table diagram above is that 12 out of 30 people answered with a strongly agreed choice, if the environment really has an influence on the behavior of a student. Furthermore, 11 people chose an opinion agreeing to see the reality that occurs, namely when students are anywhere the environment becomes the main factor, because a good environment will change a person's behavior to be good as well, on the contrary, if someone lives in a bad environment (lack of ethics) then bad behavior for people has that kind of nature. 7 people have different arguments with statements of disagreement because they think that it is not always the environment that has an effect on students, but students themselves become an influence on the surrounding life depending on the student's personality in holding fast to the personality they have.

**Should lectures be used to build student character**

The equation of opinions strongly agreeing with agreeing makes a slight difference, because 7 out of 30 people and 8 people have the same perspective in requiring the lecture method to be very necessary to shape the student's personality because given an understanding by listening directly to the explanation of the material provider will have a special impact on the student. There were also 10 opinions choosing to disagree because the reason was that it was less convincing if it was given in a lecture. As well as 5 people disagree, the reason is that with the lecture method, students do not always pay attention to the direction of the material, especially if the material is not interesting, it makes students bored / bored when understanding the material delivered, if you want to also deliver lectures, make a special agenda where there are certain days in delivering the material.

So it can be obtained from the data of 10 questions that have been raised by researchers at the previously surveyed madrasah. Researchers can take information that many things must be improved in learning about how student behavior when receiving learning will be less attention when educators give lessons. Furthermore, educators must be firm so that students do not do other things that cause loss of concentration while learning. The same can be done by providing a more varied learning method, making students not dizzy about the learning provided. With this series of explanations, students can understand the lesson better, so that student behavior can also be controlled properly by educators efficiently. Making character building in madrasah aliyah students can also be done by modeling the behavior of good educators so that they can become guidelines for students.

**CONCLUSION**

It can be concluded based on the results of research The efficiency of learning methods in shaping the character of Madrasah Aliyah students can be done in various ways by educators. With the efficiency in learning methods to shape the character of students, they are able to develop their potential. The experience possessed by students will have an impact on the surrounding environment in the community. If given direct understanding to students, it changes the character that is not good to be better. Often times it can also improve students' personalities without any
more intervention from educators directly because students understand themselves and can change their behavior independently when in a problem.

Seen from another perspective, the learning method in shaping the character of aliyah students also has weaknesses because educators do not provide good examples for their students. As well as from environmental factors also provide weaknesses for students when behaving either with teachers at school or with peers. Because attitude is a reflection seen by people for the first time, good and bad behavior will have different opinions for other people. As for aliyah students, later graduating from school directly working, those who have a business will also see how a child behaves when he is already in the field of work, the main assessment made is whether the child's attitude is still worth using his services in the field of work.
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